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Abstract

Chinese Named Entity Recognition (CNER) is
a widely used technology in various applica-
tions. While recent studies have focused on
utilizing additional information of the Chinese
language and characters to enhance CNER per-
formance, this paper focuses on a specific as-
pect of CNER known as fine-grained CNER
(FG-CNER). FG-CNER involves the use of hi-
erarchical, fine-grained categories (e.g. Person-
MovieStar) to label named entities. To promote
research in this area, we introduce the FiNE
dataset, a dataset for FG-CNER consisting of
30,000 sentences from various domains and
containing 67,651 entities in 54 fine-grained
flattened hierarchical categories. Additionally,
we propose SoftFiNE, a novel approach for
FG-CNER that utilizes a custom-designed rele-
vance scoring function based on label structures
to learn the potential relevance between differ-
ent flattened hierarchical labels. Our experi-
mental results demonstrate that the proposed
SoftFiNE method outperforms the state-of-the-
art baselines on the FiNE dataset. Furthermore,
we conduct extensive experiments on three
other datasets, including OntoNotes 4.0, Weibo,
and Resume, where SoftFiNE achieved state-
of-the-art performance on all three datasets.

1 Introduction

Named Entity Recognition (NER) (Li et al., 2020a;
Nasar et al., 2021) is a fundamental component of
natural language processing and has been widely
studied to overcome the challenges brought by real-
world text data. Chinese Named Entity Recognition
(CNER) (Liu et al., 2022), as an important subfield
of NER, has also drawn wide interests recently
(Hao et al., 2013; Zheng et al., 2021; Liu et al.,
2021a).

Fine-grained Named Entity Recognition (FG-
NER) is a key challenge in current NER research,
motivated by the growing demand for more detailed

∗These authors contributed equally to this work.

categorization of named entities. Compared to tra-
ditional Coarse-grained Named Entity Recognition
(CG-NER) (Sun et al., 2002; Mansouri et al., 2008),
FG-NER requires identifying the correct label from
a larger number of categories for each entity, mak-
ing it more difficult than CG-NER (Ekbal et al.,
2010; Ling and Weld, 2012). These challenges also
apply to Fine-grained Chinese NER (FG-CNER).
However, most recent research on FG-CNER has
focused on addressing the difficulties posed by the
nature of Chinese characters (such as word seg-
mentation (Ye et al., 2021)) and leveraging special
information that can be extracted from the Chinese
language, such as glyphs (Xuan et al., 2020), pho-
netics (Pinyin) (Sun et al., 2021), and rich lexicons
(Zhang and Yang, 2018; Li et al., 2020b). The chal-
lenge posed by the increasing amount of corpus
lacks attention. In other words, these are language-
centric approaches that focus on leveraging special
characteristics offered by the language, rather than
data-centric approaches that exploit the potential
advantages that the data itself can provide.

On the other hand, as the number of named enti-
ties increases, there is an increasing need to intro-
duce hierarchical relations between different levels
of categories. For example, “Jackie Chan” can be
categorized as both a “Person” and a “Movie Star”,
which can be intuitively represented by a flattened
hierarchical label “Person-MovieStar”, where “Per-
son” is the parent category and “MovieStar” is the
child. Similarly, “Taylor Swift” can be labeled as
“Person-Singer”. It is clear that “Person-MovieStar”
and “Person-Singer” are relevant to each other by
sharing the common category of “Person”. How-
ever, since NER tasks mostly apply sequence label-
ing to words (characters) (such as BIOES), these
flattened hierarchical labels are usually encoded in
a one-hot format (Peng and Dredze, 2015), which
assumes that labels are mutually exclusive, thus
ignoring the potential relevance among labels. A
data-centric approach should leverage the relevance
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between hierarchical labels, such as the fact that
"Jackie Chan" as a "Person-MovieStar" is closer to
"Person-Singer" than many other categories, and
use this knowledge to improve fine-grained NER
performance.

Despite the importance of the research agenda
outlined above for CNER applications, it has not
received much attention in recent CNER literature.
We believe this is due to a lack of a high-quality FG-
CNER dataset. Existing CNER datasets are either
outdated (Levow, 2006; Weischedel et al., 2011)
or small-scale (Peng and Dredze, 2015; Zhang and
Yang, 2018), and also lack fine-grained hierarchical
categories commonly used in CNER applications
today. These limitations in datasets have become
a bottleneck for current CNER research, making it
difficult to develop more advanced approaches that
can meet real-world challenges.

To address this bottleneck in Fine-grained Chi-
nese Named Entity Recognition, we introduce the
FiNE dataset, a FG-CNER dataset consisting of
30,000 sentences sampled from various domains,
containing 67,651 entities falling into 54 fine-
grained flattened hierarchical categories. To the
best of our knowledge, FiNE is currently the largest
fully open-sourced (and test-dataset-included) FG-
CNER dataset with hierarchical labels.

To exploit the relatedness of fine-grained labels
in FG-CNER and facilitate future research, we pro-
pose the SoftFiNE method, a novel approach for
solving FG-NER problems based on soft labels.
SoftFiNE removes the mutual exclusive assump-
tion and captures the hidden relevance between
flattened hierarchical labels. Additionally, we also
introduce a properly designed entity augmenta-
tion method in SoftFiNE, which can further boost
FG-CNER performance by teaching the model to
gather more context information about a character.

Experimental results on the FiNE dataset show
the effectiveness of SoftFiNE compared to other
baselines, such as LEBERT (Liu et al., 2021b),
HMCN-F (Sun et al., 2021), LambdaRank (Burges
et al., 2006), etc. To address the bottleneck caused
by the limited CNER dataset, we conduct extensive
experiments on the Weibo (Peng and Dredze, 2015),
Resume (Zhang and Yang, 2018) and OntoNotes
4.0 (Weischedel et al., 2011) datasets, which are
widely studied CNER datasets released in the past
decade. Although SoftFiNE method achieves new
state-of-the-art (SOTA) performance, the improve-
ment compared to the previous SOTA is limited

in terms of numbers, which also appears in re-
cent CNER research (Mai et al., 2022; Sun et al.,
2021; Liu et al., 2021b). This indicates that
current datasets may no longer be able to sup-
port the design of more advanced CNER tech-
niques due to their limitations, as mentioned ear-
lier. To facilitate future research on FG-CNER,
both the FiNE dataset and the source code of
the SoftFiNE method are publicly available at
https://github.com/XpastaX/SoftFiNE.

2 Related Work

CNER datasets. There are many open-source
high-quality CNER datasets available. For exam-
ple, People’s Daily is one of the earliest CNER
datasets, with over 20,000 samples in four cate-
gories (person, location, organization, and date).
MSRA (Levow, 2006) is one of the largest CNER
datasets, with over 50,000 samples in three cate-
gories (person, location, and organization). These
datasets have greatly contributed to the early re-
search on CNER, however, their utility in current
CNER development is limited due to their outdated-
ness. Furthermore, real-world applications are in-
creasingly demanding more fine-grained categories
to classify named entities.

OntoNotes Release 4.0 (Weischedel et al., 2011)
is a large-scale annotated corpus that also includes
annotated CNER data with 18 types of categories.
However, the commonly used version is processed
by Che et al. (2013), where only four categories
are available. Resume (Zhang and Yang, 2018) is
a smaller dataset with more categories. It contains
about 4,500 samples from real resumes and classi-
fies entities into eight categories. Weibo (Peng and
Dredze, 2015) has about 2,000 samples with four
main categories and two sub-categories for each,
indicating whether the entity is a name mention or
nominal mention, except “Geo-political”, which
has no nominal mention. Although it has a hier-
archy of labels, the structure is too simple. Thus,
Peng and Dredze (2015) treat them as seven differ-
ent labels while developing their model, which is
also followed by later research.

Due to the limitations of existing CNER datasets,
we decided to construct the FiNE dataset to facili-
tate the study of hierarchical FG-CNER.

Recent research on CNER. The development
of neural networks has led to a growing interest
in combining well-trained word embeddings with
deep learning models to support CNER. Various
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pictograph information, such as strokes (Sun et al.,
2021), radicals (Dong et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2019),
and glyphs (Meng et al., 2019), have been utilized
to improve the performance of CNER. Additionally,
the large lexicons in Chinese, where each word is a
combination of characters, have been collected and
leveraged to further improve CNER performance
(Zhang and Yang, 2018; Li et al., 2020b; Liu et al.,
2021b).

Recently, with the success of pre-trained lan-
guage models in NLP, such as BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019), extracting semantic information from target
data has become easier, shifting research attention
towards utilizing pre-trained knowledge to support
advanced studies in CNER (Mai et al., 2022; Zhang
et al., 2022a).

There is also research on FG-CNER (Zhang
et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020) that tries to handle
more categories, but the number of categories in
these works is still relatively small. Additionally,
although Gong et al. (2020) utilized hierarchy in-
formation to facilitate their CNER task, the hierar-
chies they used are based on the tree structures of
how characters construct a Chinese word. The hid-
den relevance between flattened hierarchical labels
needs to be further studied. Therefore, based on
the FiNE dataset, we propose the SoftFiNE method
to provide a better solution for FG-CNER tasks.

3 Dataset

To facilitate research on Fine-grained Chinese
Named Entity Recognition (FG-CNER) with hi-
erarchical structured labels, we construct the FiNE
dataset. A brief introduction of the CNER task in
the BIOES (begin, inside, outside, singleton, end)
labeling scheme is given in Appendix A.

Construction of hierarchical categories. The
hierarchies of the categories in FiNE are collected
and refined from Chinese Wikipedia1. Based on
their released knowledge graph, we collect the la-
bels of every entity and keep those with the highest
frequencies. However, since the knowledge graph
is generated from the open domain, these collected
labels often have redundant meanings. We manu-
ally fine-grained the categories into at most 3 levels
of hierarchies and removed those that are less ac-
knowledged by most people. Then, following the
sequence labeling method for the NER task, we flat-
ten the hierarchies and obtain 54 categories with
different numbers of hierarchy levels. A list of all

1https://dumps.wikimedia.org/zhwiki/

人名 Person

    娱乐人物 Entertainment

    电竞选手E-sport

    虚拟人物 Virtual

    体育人物 Sport

    经济人物 Economy

    历史人物 History

    政治人物 Politics

地名 Location

    地{ Site

        行政{ City

        自然景观 Scenery 

食品 Food

    食材&作料 Material

    菜谱&制p品 Dish

机构名 Organization

    公司品牌 Company

        车辆相关 Vehicle Brand

        3C相关 3C Brand

        时尚消费 Fashion Brand

    团体团队 Team

        体育团队 Sport Team

        电竞团队 E-Sport Team

        娱乐团队 Entertainment Team

    社会机构 Social Institution

        公共机构 Public

        政府部门 Government

        金融机构 Financing

        协会团体 Association

作品 Work

    影视作品 Video

        电影 Movie

        电视剧 TV Series

        综艺 Variety Show

        动漫 Animation

        表演 TV Show

    艺术创作 Art

        文学类 Literature

        纪实类 Documentary

        音乐类 Music

    APP Application

        游o Game

        软件Software

生物 Creature

    宠物 Pet

    动植物 Plant&Animal

商品 Product

    消费类 Consumer

        科技产品 Technology 

        日用品 Daily Necessity

        金融产品 Financial Product 

    虚拟物品 Virtual Goods

    工具类 Tool

        车型&配件 Vehicle&Parts

        交通工具 Transportations

        武器装备 Weaponry

时间 Time

    时间日期 Date &Time

    节日 Festival

    朝代 Dynasty

事件活动 Event

    历史事件 Historical Event

    社会事件Social Event

        体育活动 Sport Activity

        娱乐事件 Entertainment Event

        社会活动 Social Activity

        展会 Exhibition

|疗 Medical Care

    治疗 Treatment

    疾病 Disease

    药品 Drug

Figure 1: The hierarchies of all 54 categories in FiNE.

categories is provided in Figure 1 which includes
10 sub-labels for the first level, 29 sub-labels for
the second level, and 32 sub-levels for the third
level.

Annotation. We created a dataset that simulates
real-world scenarios by collecting 30,000 passages
from QQ Browser, which provides daily content to
a general audience of over 300 million people. We
selected passages from 27 different domains such
as Medicine, Sports and E-Sports based on their
click rates and used TextRank4ZH2 to extract key
sentences. Four experts with professional knowl-
edge in NLP were hired to label and classify the
entities into hierarchical categories. To ensure accu-
racy, the 30,000 sentences were divided into three
packs and labeled by three annotators, with the
fourth double-checking for correctness. Addition-
ally, 100 samples were manually labeled for each
pack, and any discrepancies were resolved through
re-labeling the whole pack. In the final version of
FiNE, the fourth annotator agreed with 89.93 per-
cent of all labels, with the remaining 10.07 percent

2https://github.com/letiantian/TextRank4ZH
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Dataset OntoNotes 4.0 Weibo Resume FiNE
Train Valid Test Train Valid Test Train Valid Test Train Valid Test

#samples 15,724 4,301 4,346 1350 270 270 3,821 463 477 23,000 3,000 4,000
avg. char. 31.3 46.6 47.9 54.7 53.7 55.0 32.5 30.0 31.7 40.5 41.6 41.5
avg. ent. 0.9 1.6 1.8 1.4 1.4 1.5 3.5 3.2 3.4 2.2 2.5 2.6

#categories 4 7 8 54

Table 1: The statistics of compared datasets. The average number of characters and the average number of entities
are reported in “avg. char.” and “avg. ent.”. OntoNotes 4.0 are used to test coarse-grained CNER, Resume and
Weibo are used to test the performance on FG-CNER.

Approaches miss wrong Rank SoftFiNE
B-Organization-Company-Vehicle&Parts 0 0 0 1
E-Organization-Company-Vehicle&Parts 0 1 -2 0.25
B-Organization-Company 1 0 -1 0.5
E-Organization-Company 1 1 -3 0.125
O - - -inf 0

Table 2: Example of scoring labels, For SoftFiNE, we
set ´ = 2 and µ = 2.

removed from the dataset.
As shown in Table 1, our dataset covers all cate-

gories in the validation and test sets, and has more
fine-grained categories in hierarchical structures
compared to existing CNER datasets. Addition-
ally, our dataset is constructed with online passages
from multiple domains, making it more represen-
tative of real-world FG-CNER implementation. A
detailed distribution of all entities is provided in
Appendix B.

4 Methodology

In this section, we present SoftFiNE, a solution to
the hierarchical labeled fine-grained CNER prob-
lem that effectively utilizes the hidden relevance
between flattened hierarchical labels to gain a bet-
ter understanding of them. Before introducing our
approach, we will discuss two alternative methods
for solving hierarchical labeled FG-CNER.

4.1 Alternative Methods

There are two existing types of approaches to learn-
ing from the hierarchies.

Hierarchical Multi-label Classification. An
alternative approach for solving FG-CNER with
hierarchical labels is to treat it as a hierarchical
multi-label classification task, where the model
makes predictions on each sub-label to determine
if it is related to the character and then reconstructs
the hierarchies based on the predicted sub-labels
(Giunchiglia and Lukasiewicz, 2020; Zhang et al.,
2022b). However, this method can lead to accumu-
lation of errors in the predictions of each sub-label,
resulting in degraded performance. To evaluate the

effectiveness of this approach, we implemented the
method introduced by Wehrmann et al. (2018) on
the FiNE dataset.

Learning to Rank. Another approach for solv-
ing hierarchical FG-CNER is to treat it as a Learn-
ing to Rank problem, where the flattened hierarchi-
cal labels are ranked by relevance, and the most
relevant label is used as the prediction (Cao et al.,
2007; Liu et al., 2009). To enable this method, we
use the rules in Table 2 to obtain a rank list for
each character. For a given ground truth, we cal-
culate its relevance in comparison to other labels
by counting the number of missed levels (“miss”)
and the number of wrong sub-labels (“wrong”).
The relevance of the ground truth is set to 0, and
for every other label, the relevance is calculated
as 1 − miss − 2 × wrong. The score of the label
"O" is set to negative infinity. To leverage the rele-
vant information in the rank list, we implemented
RankNet (Burges et al., 2005) and LambdaRank
(Burges et al., 2006) on the FiNE dataset. However,
if two labels have the same score, they cannot be
compared using these methods and such label pairs
are excluded during training.

4.2 SoftFiNE

In order to better leverage the relevance between
labels, we propose SoftFiNE. Our approach is de-
signed to be simple and focuses on capturing the
hidden relevance between flattened hierarchical la-
bels through proper augmentation. The detailed
structure of SoftFiNE is illustrated in Figure 2.

Scoring Label. To better represent the relevance
between flattened hierarchical labels, we design a
label scoring method based on their hierarchical
structures. For the ith character ti in a sentence T =
{ti}1fifM , where M is the length of T , denotes
its ground truth label with zi ∈ Z, where Z is
the set of all possible flattened hierarchical labels
with the total number of N . Z̄i = {zj}j ̸=i,1fjfN

represents all other flattened hierarchical labels that
are not the ground truth. zi has ¼i levels in the
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Figure 2: The structure of SoftFiNE. The embedding
table of BERT is extended to include the segmentational
sub-labels (“B”, “I”, “E”, “S”) for augmentation.

format:




O, ¼i = 0

l
seg
i − l1i − non − non, ¼i = 1

l
seg
i − l1i − l2i − non, ¼i = 2

l
seg
i − l1i − l2i − l3i , ¼i = 3

,

where “non” means no hierarchy at the correspond-
ing level, l1i , l2i , l3i are the corresponding sub-labels
of entity categories and l

seg
i ∈ {B, I, E, S} is the

sub-label of BIOES segmentation. Notice charac-
ters labeled with “O”have no hierarchy. For each
non-“O” label zx, we use cx to denote the set of its
label components, “non” will not be included.

We first calculate how many levels are missing
for each zi,j compared with zi by

missi,j = max(¼j − ¼i, 0).

Then, we count the number of wrong label compo-
nents for each zj compared with zi:

wrongi,j =
∑

k

1ki,j ,

where 1ki,j = 1 if the kth component of cj not exists
in ci, otherwise is zero.

Finally, we employ the following designed scor-
ing function to obtain the relevance to the ground

truth of all labels: ỹi = {ỹi,j}1fjfN , where

ỹi,j =





1

β(missi,j+γ×wrongi,j)
, i ̸= j, zj ̸= O

0, zj = O

1, otherwise

.

´ > 1 and µ > 1 are two hyperparameters. The
larger µ will lead to a harder punishment on wrong-
level components when scoring, the larger ´ will
decrease the value of the scores of all flattened
hierarchical labels zi,j .

The above scoring method can evaluate the de-
gree of how a label is relevant to the ground-truth
label, with a maximum degree of 1. The relevance
difference is then integrated into those soft labels,
which helps the model understand the relations
between them. An example of evaluating the rele-
vance between labels is provided in Table 2.

Weighted cross-entropy. To keep the model
simple, we employ BERT with a softmax classifier
to handle the CNER task.

For a given ti ∈ T , we encode the sequence with
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019):

H = {hi}1fifM = BERT(T ), (1)

where hi is the feature of ti. H = {hi}1fifM

is the features of all characters in sentence T =
{ti}1fifM .

The result prediction is then

pi = softmax(Whi + b),

where W and b are the parameters of a single-layer
linear projector. We let P = {pi}1fifM to repre-
sent the prediction of all characters in T , as shown
in the bottom-left of Figure 2. The softmax(·) we
used here is the softmax function for normalization.

Given the soft label ỹi, an intuitive way is to use
the cross-entropy to build the training object:

ℓi = −
N∑

j=1

p̃i,j log pi,j ,

where
p̃i,j =

ỹi,j∑N
k=1 ỹi,k

, (2)

p̃i,j represents the normalized ground truth rele-
vance score between ti and jth hierarchical label,
while pi,j ∈ pi is the corresponding predicted nor-
malized relevance score. However, the ground-
truth label of different characters may have dif-
ferent numbers of hierarchical levels (¼), which
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Sentence Ĵ È Ũ � ª � ú ç Ö W
Augmented B E Ũ � ª � ú ç Ö W
Flattened Hierarchical Label B-food-dish E-food-dish O O O O O O O O
Multi-label B,food,dish E,food,dish O O O O O O O O

Table 3: An example of entity augmentation. The sentence means “it is really delicious if making fries like this” in
English. For the flattened hierarchical label, each character will be classified into a single class. For multi-label
classification, each character will have multiple sub-labels.

leads to a different scaling factor
∑N

k=1 ỹi,k. After
the normalization in Equation (2), the value of the
ground truth may be too low if the scaling factor
is large, which makes it harder to learn from the
sample. Thus, we simply use the scaling factor to
weight the loss term of ti:

ℓ̃i = −(

N∑

k=1

ỹi,k)

N∑

j=1

ỹi,j∑N
k=1 ỹi,k

log pi,j

= −
N∑

j=1

ỹi,j log pi,j .

(3)

The loss L̃ for the whole sentence is then

L̃ =
M∑

i=1

ℓ̃i

= −
M∑

i=1

N∑

j=1

ỹi,j log pi,j .

(4)

Augmentation. The above approach helps the
model understand the relation between labels from
the hierarchies. To better leverage the information
provided by the input samples, we propose a novel
augmentation method that can help the model better
understand the entity classification of CNER.

Table 3 gives an example of our augmentation
method. For a given sentence T = {ti}1fifM ,
we generate its augmentation T aug = {taug

i }1fifM .
Recall the segmentation label types in BIOES are
begin (B), inside (I), outside (O), singleton (S), end
(E), denote the segmentation label of ti as segi, we
have

t
aug
i =

{
segi, segi ∈ {B, I, E, S}
ti, segi = O

,

Following Equation (3), we obtain the loss term of
the augmented sentence T aug by

L̃aug =

M∑

i=1

ℓ̃
aug
i

= −
M∑

i=1

N∑

j=1

ỹi,j log p
aug
i,j

where

p
aug
i = softmax(Wh

aug
i + b),

Haug = {haug
i }1fifM = BERT(T aug).

We use P aug = {paug
i }1fifM to represent the pre-

dictions of all characters in the augmented sentence
T aug. The segmentational labels are added to the
vocabulary of the tokenizer of BERT. By doing this,
our model can learn a general embedding of those
labels, which grants a better understanding of the
segmentation.

To teach BERT to gather more context informa-
tion when predicting the labels of the character in
entities for a given sentence, denote the features
of all characters in all entities of T as He, and
H

aug
e are those for the augmented sentence, we em-

ploy KL-divergence to close the distributions of
ĥ

aug
x ∈ H

aug
e to ĥx ∈ He, where 1 f x f N̂ ,

and N̂ is the number of characters of all entities
in the sentence T . Denote the distribution of ĥi as
d̂i = softmax(ĥi), and the distribution of ĥ

aug
i as

d̂
aug
i = softmax(ĥ

aug
i ), we can get the feature loss

term for ti:

ℓ̃fea
i =

N̂∑

j=1

d̂i,j log
d̂i,j

d̂
aug
i,j

,

where d̂i,j and d̂
aug
i,j are the jth element in d̂i and

d̂
aug
i . The feature loss for the whole sequence is

then:

L̃fea =
M∑

i=1

ℓ̃fea
i

=
M∑

i=1

N̂∑

j=1

d̂i,j log
d̂i,j

d̂
aug
i,j

.

By performing KL-divergence on the original fea-
ture and the augmentation feature, BERT learns to
generate more robust outputs of the characters of
the entities, thus making the classification much
easier. Also, when encoding a segmentation label
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in the augmented sentence, the model is taught to
generate the feature that is close to the original
one and make the correct prediction, which forces
BERT to integrate the information of the whole sen-
tence better to understand what to generate during
the feature extraction.

Training object. Combing the above compo-
nents, we form the training object of SoftFiNE
with

L = L̃+ ³augL̃aug + ³feaL̃fea,

where ³aug and ³fea are two hyper-parameters we
utilize to control the contribution of each kind of
loss.

Combining the soft labels with the proposed aug-
mentation approach, SoftFiNE can better under-
stand the flattened hierarchical labels by learning
the hidden relevance between them. The augmen-
tation further grants a better understanding of se-
quence labeling by learning the embeddings of seg-
mentation labels and using them to predict the cat-
egories. Moreover, our method has simple model
architecture, and it only uses a BERT model with a
linear projector for prediction, which grants a fast
inference speed.

5 Experiments

We carry out an extensive set of experiments to
investigate the effectiveness of SoftFiNE on FiNE
and three other commonly used CNER datasets:
OntoNotes 4.0, Weibo, and Resume. The statistics
of those datasets are given in Table 1. Following
previous literature on CNER, we report standard
precision (P), recall (R), and micro F1-score (F1) to
evaluate the performance. We compare SoftFiNE
with baselines having valid official code on the
FiNE dataset. Detailed experimental settings are
given in Appendix C.

5.1 Results

Table 4 gives the results of SoftFiNE and selected
baselines on our FiNE dataset. From the table,
we can conclude some interesting findings: the
BERT baseline outperforms all other baselines on
FiNE; methods with a CRF decoder (Liu et al.,
2021b) usually have lower performance than their
implementation without CRF. We believe these are
caused by the hierarchical structures of the labels,
which are much harder compared with coarse-grain
labels. Those flattened hierarchical labels are very
likely to be relevant to each other, which challenges

P R F1
BERT 73.88 70.71 72.26
BERT+CRF 74.77 69.32 71.94
Li et al. (2020b) 63.44 62.72 63.08
Li et al. (2020b)+BERT 70.51 71.68 71.09
Liu et al. (2021b) 71.64 46.41 56.33
Liu et al. (2021b)-CRF 66.85 70.32 68.54
Yu et al. (2020) 71.29 66.63 68.89
Sun et al. (2021) 70.86 72.39 71.62
Shen et al. (2021) 70.08 73.72 71.85
Wehrmann et al. (2018) 73.13 69.67 71.36
Burges et al. (2005) 31.48 29.34 30.37
Burges et al. (2006) 70.49 67.86 69.15
SoftFiNE 75.61 70.64 73.04
SoftFiNE-soft 76.73 68.61 72.45
SoftFiNE-aug. 73.98 70.95 72.43

Table 4: The experimental results on FiNE. “+BERT”
mean with BERT, “+CRF” means with CRF, “-CRF”
means without CRF.

the models more in distinguishing different cate-
gories, thus causing the degradation of the perfor-
mance of CRF. Instead, by employing softmax nor-
malization as decoders, BERT learns more directly
from the samples and their labels. As a transformer-
based PLM, its ability to understand tasks is much
higher than most designed decoders on our FiNE,
which leads to better performance. The hierarchi-
cal multi-label classification and learning-to-rank
methods underperform the BERT baseline, proving
our assumptions above. Moreover, we can observe
that BERT does not outperform all baselines on
the other three datasets, which have lower num-
ber of categories. Also, by comparing the results
of RankNet and LambdaRank, we can conclude
that it is efficient to include global relevance (rank-
ing) information while training. By keeping the
model in a simple structure and leveraging a well-
designed supervise method, our method achieves
the best overall performance (F1) compared to all
other models by at least 0.78.

With the supervision of generated soft labels,
SoftFiNE can better understand the relevance of
hierarchies to distinguish different flattened hierar-
chical labels. Moreover, the augmentation method
also grants SoftFiNE a better vision of word seg-
mentation and classification.

We implement our method on the other three
commonly used datasets to further test the capabil-
ity of SoftFiNE, and address the bottleneck of ex-
isting CNER datasets. The experimental results are
shown in Table 5, from where SoftFiNE achieves
better overall performance than all other state-of-
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OntoNotes 4.0 Weibo Resume
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

BERT 82.81 81.05 81.92 72.78 64.90 68.61 95.55 96.01 96.28
BERT+CRF 81.99 81.65 81.82 - - 67.33 95.75 95.28 95.51
Zhang and Yang (2018) 76.35 71.56 73.88 - - 58.79 94.81 94.11 94.46
Li et al. (2020b) - - 76.45 - - 63.42 - - 95.45
Li et al. (2020b)+BERT - - 81.82 - - 68.55 - - 95.86
Liu et al. (2021b) - - 82.08 - - 70.75 - - 96.08
Ma et al. (2020) 83.41 82.21 82.81 - - 70.50 96.08 96.13 96.11
Meng et al. (2019) 81.87 81.40 81.63 67.68 67.71 67.60 96.62 96.48 96.54
Sun et al. (2021) 80.77 83.65 82.18 68.75 72.97 70.80 - - -
Mai et al. (2022) 84.30 80.33 83.21 72.98 71.12 72.04 97.12 95.34 96.22
Zhu and Li (2022) 81.65 84.03 82.83 70.16 75.36 72.66 96.63 96.69 96.66
SoftFiNE 83.53 83.11 83.32 75.32 71.15 73.18 97.40 96.38 96.89
SoftFiNE-soft 84.35 81.36 82.83 74.05 69.95 71.94 97.27 96.26 96.76
SoftFiNE-aug 82.69 82.63 82.66 72.46 72.12 72.29 96.03 96.38 96.20

Table 5: The experimental results on OntoNotes 4.0, Weibo and Resume.

the-art baselines. This is because the BIOES se-
quence labeling method brings hierarchy informa-
tion into the labels, which SoftFiNE can utilize to
understand different labels better. However, the nu-
merical improvement in performance is relatively
small, which also commonly exists on other base-
lines. For example, SoftFiNE outperforms Mai
et al. (2022) by 0.11 on OntoNotes 4.0, Mai et al.
(2022) outperforms Ma et al. (2020) by 0.11 on Re-
sume, and Sun et al. (2021) outperforms Ma et al.
(2020) by 0.30 on Weibo. Although the improve-
ments are numerically small, it does not mean the
methods are not good. Instead, this is caused by
the limitation of the current CNER dataset: they
might be too easy or too small, while the models
today are becoming more and more advanced in
understanding languages and making precise pre-
dictions.

5.2 Ablation Studies

To examine the effectiveness of each component
of SoftFiNE, we conduct ablation studies on the
four datasets. The results are shown in the corre-
sponding tables, where “-soft” represents SoftFiNE
without using generated soft labels, and “-aug” rep-
resents SoftFiNE without augmentation.

From the results, we can conclude that both the
soft label and the entity augmentation are keys for
SoftFiNE to achieve better performance. The aug-
mentation method can greatly boost the precision
of the prediction, and it outperforms all baselines
on the four datasets on precision. With such an
augmentation method, SoftFiNE can learn the em-
bedding of the segmentation labels by using their
encoded features to classify recognized entities.
Combined with the design of closing their encoded

features to those of their original characters, the
BERT encoder in SoftFiNE is forced to gather more
information from the context of an entity to make
correct classification, which grants a high perfor-
mance on precision.

The soft label method can outperform most base-
lines by leveraging the hierarchy information be-
tween flattened labels. SoftFiNE can leverage the
hierarchy information brought by the BIOES se-
quence labeling method to find the hidden rele-
vance between the different characters of an en-
tity (e.g., “B-person” and “E-person”), and be-
tween the characters from different entities that
have the same segmentation labels (e.g., “B-person”
and “B-location”), which can help the BERT en-
coder achieve better performance even without fine-
grained hierarchical categories.

Combining the advantages of those two novel
designs, our SoftFiNE can better understand both
CNER and FG-CNER, and achieves the new state-
of-the-art of the four datasets.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, to facilitate research on Fine-Grained
Chinese Named Entity Recognition (FG-CNER)
with hierarchical labels, we construct the FiNE
dataset, which contains 30,000 high-quality sam-
ples with 54 inter-related categories organized in
a hierarchical structure. The data are sampled
from various domains of online passages and are
closer to the requirements of real-world CNER
implementation today. To exploit the hierarchi-
cal information present in fine-grained NER la-
bels, we further propose the SoftFiNE method, a
novel method aiming at enhancing the performance
of FG-CNER by leveraging the hidden relevance
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between flattened hierarchical labels and learning
with relevance-aware soft labels. The proposed
SoftFiNE method also uses entity augmentation to
understand samples better. Experimental results
show that SoftFiNE has achieved the best perfor-
mance on four datasets, including FiNE, Weibo,
Resume, and OntoNotes 4.0.

Limitations

Our constructed dataset, FiNE, has limitations in
terms of entity category balance. Some categories
have a lower number of online passages and less
user attention, resulting in an unbalanced distri-
bution of entities across categories. We aimed to
simulate a real-world situation by sampling pas-
sages based on their click rates. But this may have
contributed to the imbalance.

Additionally, our proposed method, SoftFiNE,
is specifically designed for fine-grained Chinese
named entity recognition with hierarchical cate-
gories, and thus has its own limitations. The model
is kept simple in structure, with most efforts fo-
cused on developing supervision methods, which
result in more hyperparameters and require a grid
search to find the optimal hyperparameters. This
can be resource-intensive. However, it has fast in-
ference speed that is comparable to the BERT base-
line in real-world applications. To address these
limitations, future research could explore methods
to automatically balance the loss ratio and dynami-
cally score relevance between flattened hierarchical
labels.

Ethics Statement

We sample all data in FiNE from QQ Browser,
while the platform has already censored all samples.
Therefore, the sensitive or personal information is
neither present to the annotator nor included in the
released dataset. The annotation of FiNE cost over
25,000 CNY. We hired four experts in NLP data
annotation (through a third party), each of whom
has at least one year of working experience in NLP
data annotation. It took 672 work hours (8 hours
per day for 21 days) to complete the annotation pro-
cess. The hourly rate is about 37.20 CNY, higher
than the standard local rate of 25.30 CNY.
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A Introduction to BIOES

Here we briefly introduce the CNER task in BIOES
(begin, inside, outside, singleton, end) labeling
scheme. For a given sentence, each character will
be tagged by a combination of its segmentational
sub-label (B, I, E, S) and its categorical sub-label
(e.g., Time-Festival, Event-Historical) if it is a com-
ponent of a named entity, while the rest characters
are labeled with “O” to represents they are not a
part of any entity. Table 3 gives a real case of a
sentence and its labels. The goal is to find out the
correct label for every character in the sentence,
from which we can extract the named entities and
their categories with respect to those two types of
sub-labels. A detailed introduction of CNER and
different labeling schemes are provided by Liu et al.
(2022).

B Distribution of FiNE

Table 6 gives the distribution of all 67,651 sample
in FiNE. We ensure there are at least 100 entities
for each flat categories. Notice the number of enti-
ties in “Person” is not the summation of all entities
whose flat categories has “Person” as their first
level sub-label. Instead, they are the entities that
can not be classified into any sub-level of “Per-
son”. Same for “Location-Site” and “Organization-
Company”. The categories in FiNE are designed
to cover general online passages. Three levels of
categories are enough to cover most topics without
increasing the annotation cost or making it difficult
to distinguish between very similar sub-categories.

C Experimental Setting

For FiNE and OntoNotes 4.0, we set the batch
size to 16, the learning rate to 2e−5, dropout rate
to 0.5 for all models. We train the models for
20 epochs for FiNE and 5 epochs for OntoNotes
4.0 and use 5% training steps to warn up. For
Weibo and Resume, we set the batch size to 4. The
decay rates are set to 0.5 and 0.1 for Resume and
Weibo, with the learning rates of 3e−5 and 2e−5
correspondingly. The dropout rates are 0.1 and
0.5. We train 12 epochs for those two datasets and
utilize 10% of training steps to warm up.

For the hyper-parameters of SoftFiNE, we
perform grid search to find the best com-
bination. Specifically, for all datasets, we
search (³aug, ³fea) among (0.1,0.1), (0.1,0.05),
(0.01,0.01) and (0.01,0.005), ´ in {2, 3, 4} and
µ in {1.5, 2, 2.5}. The result combination of
(³aug, ³fea, ´, µ) are (0.1, 0.1, 4, 2) on FiNE and
OntoNotes 4.0, (0.01, 0.01, 3, 2) on Weibo and
(0.01, 0.005, 2, 2) on Resume.

For reproduced baselines in Table 4, we only use
“bert-base-chinese”3 to extract the embeddings of
tokens for all methods for a fair comparison, other
experimental settings are same with their original
paper.

We train all methods on a single NVIDIA
Tesla A100 GPU. Similar to BERT, our parame-
ter amount is less than 120M. Each epoch of FiNE
takes 6 minutes to train, for the other datasets, it
takes at most 4 minutes to train an epoch.
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Flat Hierarchical Label Amount
Person 3299
Person-Entertainment 4561
Person-Esport 700
Person-Virtual 3645
Person-Sport 2275
Person-Economy 1413
Person-History 2002
Person-Politics 2723
Location-Site 1272
Location-Site-City 4660
Location-Site-Scenery 514
Food-Material 2068
Food-Dish 1742
Creature-Pet 417
Creature-PlantAnimal 2277
Time-DataTime 4462
Time-Festival 591
Time-Dynasty 509
Work-Video-Movie 1006
Work-Video-TVSeries 553
Work-Video-VarietyShow 263
Work-Video-Animation 426
Work-Video-TVShow 553
Work-Art-Literature 701
Work-Art-Documentary 620
Work-Art-Music 581
Work-App-Game 1303

Flat Hierarchical Label Amount
Work-App-Software 919
Organization-Company 2282
Organization-Company-VehicleBrand 1106
Organization-Company-3CBrand 657
Organization-Company-FashionBrand 396
Organization-Team-SportTeam 1588
Organization-Team-EsportTeam 504
Organization-Team-EntertainmentTeam 303
Organization-SocialInstitution-Public 1235
Organization-SocialInstitution-Government 2009
Organization-SocialInstitution-Financing 652
Organization-SocialInstitution-Association 542
Event-Historical 568
Event-SocialEvent-SportActivity 973
Event-SocialEvent-EntertainmentEvent 410
Event-SocialEvent-SocialActivity 410
Event-SocialEvent-Exhibition 135
Product-Consumer-Technology 441
Product-Consumer-DailyNecessity 275
Product-Consumer-FinancialProduct 245
Product-VirtualGoods 720
Product-Tool-VehicleParts 1209
Product-Tool-Transportation 116
Product-Tool-Weaponry 627
MedicalCare-Treatment 343
MedicalCare-Drug 829
MedicalCare-Disease 2231

Table 6: The distribution of all 67,651 entities in FiNE.

P R F1
SoftFiNElevel-1 84.84 81.83 83.03
SoftFiNElevel-2 77.27 72.80 74.97
SoftFiNElevel-3 75.61 70.64 73.04

Table 7: The performance of SoftFiNE on different label
levels of FiNE.

D Additional Experimental Results

Table 7 gives the test performance of Soft-
FiNE on FiNE with different label levels.
“SoftFiNElevel-1” gives the performance of only
checking whether the first level is correctly pre-
dicted, “SoftFiNElevel-2” only checks the first two
levels, and “SoftFiNElevel-3” checks all levels. For
example, if a character has the true label “B-Work-
App-Software” but is wrongly predicted as “B-
Work-APP-Game”, it will be seen as a correct
prediction by “SoftFiNElevel-1” since the first lev-
els of the true label and the prediction are all
“B-Work”. Similarly, it will also be seen as cor-
rect by “SoftFiNElevel-2” with both having “B-
Work-App”. However, the prediction is false for
“SoftFiNElevel-3”, since the third levels of the two
labels are different.

From Table 7, we can observe an apparent degra-
3https://huggingface.co/bert-base-chinese

dation in performance when considering more lev-
els. This demonstrates the challenge brought by
having hierarchical labels in the CNER task, which
commonly exist in CNER applications today. We
believe FiNE can greatly support future CNER re-
search by providing entities with hierarchical struc-
tured fine-grained labels.

E Case Study

Table 8 gives a real-case example in FiNE, together
with the ground truth and predicted (by SoftFiNE)
relevance scores of some hierarchical labels. From
the table, we can observe that SoftFiNE can suc-
cessfully predict the relevance between the ground
truth label and other labels. For example, for char-
acter “s”, SoftFiNE can find the degree of rele-
vance to “S-Work-Video-TVShow”, which has the
same categorical label but different segmentational
sub-label to its ground truth label “B-Work-Video-
TVShow”. Such an ability to judge relevance be-
tween flattened hierarchical labels can help Soft-
FiNE better understand CNER tasks and perform
better.

From Table 8, we can also find an interesting phe-
nomenon that our model thinks labels with wrong
segmentational sub-labels (i.e., B, I, O, E, S) are
more relevant to the true label than labels with
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ĕòú�§N¦:sâsĹ;,Ĥ�ĳNÒúñì2
Participating in the first My Show, he took the crown.

s â s Ĺ

B-Work-Video-TVShow 1.000/1.000 0.062/0.054 0.062/0.045 0.062/0.056
I-Work-Video-TVShow 0.062/0.032 1.000/1.000 1.000/1.000 0.062/0.062
E-Work-Video-TVShow 0.062/0.037 0.062/0.054 0.062/0.051 1.000/1.000
S-Work-Video-TVShow 0.062/0.049 0.062/0.066 0.062/0.068 0.062/0.053

B-Work-Video-VarietyShow 0.062/0.029 0.004/0.002 0.004/0.002 0.004/0.002
I-Work-Video-VarietyShow 0.004/0.003 0.062/0.028 0.062/0.028 0.004/0.004
E-Work-Video-VarietyShow 0.004/0.002 0.004/0.002 0.004/0.002 0.062/0.028
S-Work-Video-VarietyShow 0.004/0.003 0.004/0.003 0.004/0.003 0.004/0.004

Table 8: A good case example from the test set of FiNE, where “sâsĹ(My Show)” is the named entity. The
table gives the relevance scores of some representative labels. In each cell, the left score is the true relevance score
calculated with ´ = 4 and É = 2, and the right score is the prediction made by SoftFiNE.

�ą�ĎįmÒú¯2
Filming Better Days by using sachima.

m Ò ú ¯

B-Work-Video-Movie 1.000/0.000 0.062/0.000 0.062/0.000 0.062/0.000
I-Work-Video-Movie 0.062/0.000 1.000/0.000 1.000/0.000 0.062/0.000
E-Work-Video-Movie 0.062/0.000 0.062/0.000 0.062/0.000 1.000/0.000
S-Work-Video-Movie 0.062/0.000 0.062/0.000 0.062/0.000 0.062/0.000

Table 9: A bad case example from the test set of FiNE similar to Table 8, where both “ą�Ď(sachima)” and “mÒ
ú¯(Better Days)” are named entities. The table presents the predictions of “mÒú¯(Better Days)”.

wrong categorical sub-labels. For example, for
character “s”, “B-Work-Video-VarietyShow” is
less relevant to “B-Work-Video-TVShow” com-
pared with “S-Work-Video-TVShow”. This may
suggest that the segmentational sub-labels and
the categorical sub-labels should have different
weights when scoring the relevance between flat-
tened hierarchical labels. Future research on FG-
CNER with hierarchical labels could follow the
suggestions and either design a better relevance
scoring function or iteratively refine relevance
based on the predictions of their models.

Table 9 gives a bad case that commonly exists on
SoftFiNE and all baselines. In the table, SoftFiNE
predicts the relevance of all related flattened labels
as zero, where, intuitively, it should at least give
some scores greater than zero. One reason may be
the polysemy in the Chinese language. While the
original meaning of the sentence is “filming (the
poster of) Better Days by using sachima (as back-
ground with photo editing techniques)”, in Chinese,
it can also mean “slap the young you with sachima”,
since “į” can either mean “film” or “slap” and “m
Òú¯” means “young you” if directly translated
into English. The models may incorrectly under-
stand the sentence and thus fail to recognize “Better

Days” even if the entity indeed exists in the training
set of FiNE. Moreover, the sentence itself is short,
which contains less information to help the model
correctly understand its meaning.
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